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ABSTRACT

In this thesis I will present the topic of pink colour 

within interior architecture and what is being 

associated with it. My research questions are: What 

preconceived assumptions might there be regarding 

the colour pink when it comes to interior architecture? 

How does pink colour evoke emotions in a space?

The cultural evolution of the colour pink has liberated 

the colour to be used creatively. I see pink colour to 

be some sort of mirror of social and cultural values in 

its dualism of feminine/masculine, cheap/expensive, 

classy/trashy, etc. With the theoretical framework of 

my	thesis	I	reflect	on	the	idea	of	pink	in	a	broader	

sense and take it back to the context of a built 

environment.

Findings of this thesis are based on literature and 

online articles as well as discussions with experts 

of	various	fields	such	as	artists,	art	historians	and	

colour experts and collegues. An important part of this 

thesis consists of the presented case studies which 

embody the phenomenon of the pink colour that I am 

presenting.

The	focus	is	on	the	emotional	influence	of	colours	

and how one colour in particular can be so strong 

that it causes absolute love or hate; excitement or 

anxiousness. By presenting the historical events that 

have formed the colour within queer theory, gender 

theory and feminist theories, I want to outline how 

certain communities have found this colour to be their 

own. 

The outcome of this study is a tip of the pink iceberg 

that is yet to be unveiled. My research results 

suggest, that although pink is often perceived in 

relation to gender or sexual orientation, pink spaces 

are an exception. Pink colour is perceived differently 

in fashion and in objects than in a built space. 

Fanni Suvila

Title of Thesis: Pink Space

Design Department, Product and Spatial Design

2017, Language of Thesis: English, 145 pages

Tämä lopputyö käsittelee vaaleanpunaisen 

värin käyttöä sisustusarkkitehtuurissa. Työn 

tutkimuskysymykset ovat: Miten vaaleanpunaisen 

värin aiheuttamat ennakko-oletukset vaikuttavat 

tilalliseen kokemukseen ja miten tämä väri herättää 

tunteita tilassa koettuna? Vaaleanpunaisen värin 

kulttuurinen evoluutio on vapauttanut  sen käytön.  

Vaaleanpunainen väri voidaan nähdä sosiaalisten 

ja kulttuurisen arvojen peilinä, koska siinä kiteytyy 

vastakohtaisuuksia: feminiinen/maskuliininen, halpa/

kallis, tyylikäs/mauton, jne. Tutkin vaaleanpunaista 

väriä eri konteksteissa sekä värin asemaa 

rakennetussa ympäristössä. 

Lopputyön lähdemateriaalina on ollut muun 

muassa alan kirjallisuus sekä Internet-lähteet sekä 

-kirjallisuusartikkelit. Suuri panos työn empiiriseen 

osaan ja sen toteuttamiseen on ollut poikkitieteelliset 

asiantuntijakeskustelut. Keskeinen osa tätä lopputyötä 

on kuitenkin empiirisissä tutkimuskohteissa, joissa 

olen vieraillut Euroopan alueella. Näissä kohteissa 

kiteytyy tutkittava vaaleanpunaisen värin ilmiö 

parhaiten. 

Lopputyön empiirinen fokus on vaaleanpunaisen 

värin kyvyssä herättää tunteita. Teeman mukaisesti 

työ keskittyy erityisesti siihen miten vaaleanpunainen 

väri voi olla niin voimakas että se herättää rakkautta 

ja vihaa, innostusta ja ärsyyntymistä. Tutkimuksen 

taustaksi esittelen vaaleanpunaisen värin historiallisia 

käännekohtia, joiden kautta selviää värin yhteys muun 

muassa queer-teorioihin, sukupuolentutkimukseen 

sekä feminismiin.

Tukimustulokseni osoittavat, että vaikka 

vaaleanpunainen väri koetaan usein 

sukupuolittuuneena tai osoituksena 

seksuaalisuudesta, vaaleanpunaiset tilat ovat 

poikkeus. Vaaleanpunainen tila koetaan eri tavalla 

kuin miten väri koetaan muodin tai tavaroiden 

yhteydessä. 
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“Like that time when Max...gave me 

a little pill - a love drug, ‘ecstasy’ 

they call it, and I felt my feet sinking 

into a soft, elusive dust of layered 

colours, the big roots of trees, of 

a rose colour which later turned 

violet-pink, and there, were yellow-

green stalks and on top if in an 

enormous mattress everything was 

opaque golden yellow, mingled 

with pale celestial blues and the 

dust of these colours lifted and 

swung slowly as I passed and I was 

walking in slow-motion in a dream 

of colours that were never one, but 

a hundred, or perhaps more…”

Ettore Sottsass in Notes on colour
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Terminology

baker-Miller pink
Also knows as prison pink, drunk tank pink, Schauss 

pink. A pink colour used to calm down aggressive 

prisoners in detention cells.

colour
Latin words color, colos from the word celare meaning 

to cover, hide. Characteristic of visual perception that 

can be described by attributes of hue, brightness (or 

lightness) and colourfulness (or saturation or chroma).

Feminism 

The theory of the political, economic and social 

equality of the sexes.

gender
A person’s internal sense of self as male, female, both 

or neither (gender identity), as well as one’s outward 

presentation and behaviors (gender expression). 

Gender norms vary among cultures and over time. 

gender binary
The idea that there are two distinct and opposite 

genders, male and female. This model is limiting since 

it does not account for all gender identities. 

gender non-conforming
A state in which a person has physical and behavioral 

characteristics that do not correspond with those 

typically associated with the persons’s sex.

gender role
A set of social and cultural beliefs or expectations 

about appropriate behavior for men/boys or women/

girls. Gender roles can vary from culture to culture. 

Strict gender roles can limit a person’s development.

hue 
An attribute of colour indicating its resemblance with 

one of the colours of the spectrum.

lgbtQ+
An acronym for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 

queer and/or questioning.

Millennial pink
A pink tone which evolved around 2014 and is a 

muted version of a typical reddish pink. 

ncS
Natural Colour System, a system which builds on how 

the human being sees colour, developed in Sweden 

from 1964 onwards. In the NCS system colours are 

defined	by	three	values	expressed	in	percentages	

which are blackness, chromaticness and hue. For 

example the colour   S 0540-R20B has 5% blackness, 

40% chromaticness (colour strength), 55% whiteness 

(not indicated in the code, the remaining amount from 

100%), 80% red and 20% blue. 

pantone
An American corporation established in 1956, it is 

a colour space used in many industries, primarily in 

printing. The Pantone Matching System (PMS) is used 

when indicating a number in the colour space, for 

example PMS 125.

pink
Any of a group of colors bluish red to red in hue, of 

medium to high lightness, and of low to moderate 

saturation.	The	english	word	first	used	in	1669.		

pink triangle
A pink pyramid signaling the LGBT-community, used 

in Nazi-time Germany to mark men regarded as 

homosexual in the concentration camps.

pinkwashing
1. a state or a company promoting gay-rights to 

downplay their negative behaviour 2. a company 

using breast-cancer related charities to promote their 

own product 3. making toys pink to signal that the 

manufacturer is expecting a girl to play with it.

Queer
A term some people use to identify themselves with a 
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flexible	and	inclusive	view	of	gender	and/or	sexuality.	

It	is	also	seen	in	academic	fields,	such	as	queer	

studies or queer theory. Historically it has been used 

as a negative term for LGBTQ people. Some people 

still	find	the	term	offensive	while	some	embrace	the	

term as an identity.

Saturation
In art and design, a colour´s chromatic intensity 

judged in proportion to a neutral grey of the same 

lightness.

Sex
Either of the two major forms of individuals that 

occur in many species and that are distinguished 

respectively as female or male especially on the basis 

of their reproductive organs and structures.

Simultaneous contrast
Contrast phenomenon which occurs between two or 

more colour surfaces seen together affecting each 

other.
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Pink is a colour of high and low culture. It often 

represents kitsch and a trashy style in the form of 

plastic toys, sex toys, bathrooms or kitchen gadgets 

in american consumer culture from the 1950s. 

Traditionally pink colour has been seen as a feminine 

colour but something has changed. It is a colour of 

in between, between red and white. This state of in 

between is what represents its ambiguous character, 

its ability to represent many communities and many 

expressions of the self. (Tina Kukielski in “Off Pink”, 

retrieved 20.10.2017) 

Pink has established a presence in the built 

environments, too. These spaces and places have 

caused a stir on the internet and are linked to the 

current pink-colour trend in an obvious way. Paul 

Smith openend his bright pink L.A. store in 2005, the 

images of Luis Barragan´s houses with washed down 

pink facades can often be seen in online publications 

and magazines and Wes Anderson´s 2014 movie The 

Grand Hotel Budapest makes everyone whish this 

hotel with its pink facade and interiors existed in real 

life. If something within interior architecture wants to 

stand out, pink is certainly a way of getting attention. 

The perceptual science in which seeing colours, 

especially pink colours, is in the focus of my thesis, 

brings together the reasons why colours are so 

important. By experiencing a colour with all senses 

and by processing the emotions it causes in our 

bodies we can fully take in an experience of colour. 

Exploiting the pleasure, arousal or disgust a single 

hue	can	cause	is	an	effective	way	to	influence	

the behaviour of humans whether it is related to 

consumption,	fashion,	food,	politics,	traffic,	taste,	

lifestyle, interiors, art or anything that we do. 

Whenever I have mentioned the topic of my thesis to 

INTRODUCTION

Fig.01
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anyone, professors, peers, colleagues, the volume 

of stories and responses have been unbelievable. 

I have rarelyexperienced so many discussions and 

conversations with so many people about one sole 

subject with everyone being equally responsive and 

involved. The topic pink opened up deeply personal 

and meaningful discussions on a level which I had 

not anticipated. It seems to be a touching point for 

so many different emotions and groups of people 

that	the	flood	of	responses	I	have	received	has	been	

overwhelming. 

The reactions have mostly been excited, sometimes 

sceptic, and the amount of shared stories is 

impossible to put into this thesis. This journey into 

the core of pink has been special because of the 

conversations I have had with people from different 

backgrounds representing different values, genders, 

tastes, ages, sexualities, educations and lifestyles. 

This escape into a pink world can be translated 

into a tangible space, a space that tops the feel-

good momentum. By looking for places of awe and 

wonder, it is often like a need for an escape out of this 

reality into a safe space of comfort. I want to try to 

understand why the colour pink has become such an 

important	colour	and	a	reflection	of	a	certain	mindset	

and lifestyle. By researching the places I have 

selected I will gain an experience in which I can try to 

grasp what these spaces mean to their viewer. The 

tools and theories for understanding the complexity 

of colours I have studied will also form a basis for 

my future work as an interior architect and furniture 

designer.

Fig.02
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There is hardly any research on pink spaces – yet 

they are everywhere. Also, pink is understood to be 

the most emotion evoking colour (Nemitz, 2006, 26). It 

is therefore important to understand better the role of 

pink colour in interior architecture. 

OBJECTIVES

The aim of this thesis is to draw attention to the 

power  and complexity of one single colour. It seeks 

to revitalize interest in colour theory and the power 

that lies within. By showing how much impact a 

single colour can have on the well-being of people, 

the thesis argues for the importance of colours and 

their perception in interior architecture. I will focus on 

the pink colour in Western culture because colour is 

always perceived in its cultural context. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The main questions of this thesis are: What 

preconceived assumptions might there be regarding 

the colour pink when it comes to interior architecture? 

How does pink colour evoke emotions in a space? By 

expounding the history of the pink colour I will look for 

possible reasons why gender is linked to this colour 

and if this link is present when regarding pink spaces 

in their given context.

STRUCTURE

The	thesis	is	structured	as	follows.	I	will	first	present	

the theoretical framework including the history of 

the colour pink to provide some background for my 

own	reflections	on	how	the	pink	colour	is	perceived	

in spatial design. Understanding the history of the 

colour pink makes it easier to comprehend how this 

colour is tied to the general perception about its 

gendered aspect. Then I will present pink colour in 

a social context via examples of current phenomena 

and in the light of gender studies. Then I will turn 

to look at colour observation and perception in a 

built environment. I will then present case studies of 

five	locations	I	was	able	to	see	in	person	during	the	

research for my thesis. By analysing the spaces I aim 

to	find	out	whether	some	general	conclusions	can	be	

made of spaces which are pink. 

Lastly,	in	the	Annex	there	is	a	flow	of	images	to	

be	found	that	have	played	a	significant	role	in	my	

research. Images I have collected on Instagram based 

on the location of my case study places. Without the 

Internet this pink trend would not have occured in this 

magnitude. On Instagram #pink has been used over 

96 million times (on 23.10.2017). That is 6 million 

used hashtags more than when I started my research 

nine months ago. It is hereby the most tagged colour 

on Instagram. 

RESEARCH MOTIVATION

My personal interest in the colour pink evolved in my 

early childhood years and continued throughout my 

studies in spatial and furniture design as well as in 

my professional life. Early on I noticed that colours 

cause a reaction in me that no form or material alone 

does. It represents a colour I love and that gets me 

excited. Getting excited about a colour in a way which 

stimulates me in anything I see – is curious enough. 

Living in Finland, which is grey 70% of the year, I have 
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always felt that the interiors I live, work, dine and drink 

in should have stimulants in the form of colours simply 

because the emotional reaction colours cause are an 

important part of my own well-being. 

Our own self is constantly on display via social media. 

We present ourselves online but at the same time 

we want desperately to guard our privacy. The need 

for inclusion is present in the core of self-critical 

portrayals of our lives. It is therefore not suprising, 

that we are escaping into social media and the 

internet and dreaming of pink spaces, unicorns and 

tropical islands at sunset. These fantasy-worlds offer 

something completely juvenile but something that 

keeps	our	minds	satisfied	and	positive.

The	constant	flow	of	“something	to	like”	on	the	internet	

is one major factor why these trends are emerging 

with such a force and are spreading for via Instagram, 

Pinterest, Tumblr and other online platforms and 

websites. The tendency is to strive for the most 

extravagant experiences and document and share 

them in multiple ways to then feel good if other people 

Fig.03

“like” them, too. If the number of follwers one has on 

Instagram can be a reason for getting a job or for a 

designer to gain over-night success, then those same 

numbers can create a massive colour trend, including 

the pink trend.
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PINK 
evening sky but it is also hues between NCS Y80R-

R30B. (Fig.03)

Magenta,	the	pigment,	was	first	discovered	in	1856.	In	

1858	it	was	produced	for	the	first	time	for	commercial	

use and patented in 1859 in France, a year later in the 

USA. (“Magenta” on Coloria, retrieved 20.10.2017) 

Adding white, yellow, blue or orange will produce 

pink tones like the ones presented in this thesis. 

Also	adding	white	to	a	red	pigment	produces	a	fine	

pink. Red pigment has a much longer history than 

magenta and red colour can be produced from a 

variety of different plants or substances. (“Red” on 

Coloria, retrieved 20.10.2017) Pink colour can also be 

produced from various plants like the Mangrove tree 

or the beetroot. Pink colour was already used during 

the Japanese Heian period (794-1185) in paintings 

and it was a colour reserved for women. During the 

middle-ages pink colour had inventful names like 

nun’s belly and nymph’s thigh (“Pink” on Coloria, 
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Fig.04

Why pink? The ‘in between’-character of the pink 

colour, as described by Tina Kukielski, (curator of “Off 

pink”- exhibition at Parsons New School for Design in 

2015) explains it best. The way pink colour is between 

white and red but also many assumptions and 

contexts. Yet it manages to retain a state of humour, 

power and complexity. It is also seen as un-intellectual 

because it has the habit of evoking emotions. On top 

of that it manages to be provocative and stimulating. 

The inclusion and exclusion, to which I refer later on in 

my text in the context of pink coloured spaces, comes 

with the idea of the title of this thesis “Pink Space”. 

The tangible pink spaces I have researched contain 

an ambiguous state of the mind which can transform 

into a ‘head space’: the intimacy of an experience in 

a pink space serves as a platform or a seedbed for 

belonging and presence within the self. 

Pink as a colour, varies from a bluish mauve to a 

strong magenta. It is the colour of blushing and an
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retrieved 20.10.2017). In interior architecture pink was 

present in palaces in Europe in the 17th century (for 

example Versailles) and in interiors of the classicism 

period in Finland (for example The National library in 

Helsinki).  

Attributes and associations that are linked to pink 

colour: 

sensual,	feminine,	indecent,	cute,	flowers,	plastic,	

round,	warm,	sweet,	unconventional,	rose,	flesh,	

lips, intense, contoversial, provocative, strong, 

fluffy,	baby,	soft,	sexy,	bold,	touch,	love,	nursey,	

light, feeling, power, dress, psychedelic, statement, 

sensitive,	tender,	youthful,	artificial,	unreal,	eccentric,	

vulnerable, pleasurable, unpleasant, powerful, 

emotional, subtle, attractive, desire, toys, sex, 

children, artistic, fresh, energizing, revealing and 

ambiguous.  

(Nemitz, 2006, 26-27, 29, 32, 34, 40-49; Coloria, 

retrieved 20.10.2017)

Fig.05
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In this chapter the colour pink is discussed in its 

historical context and how it is often found to be in 

relation to gender and sexuality. I will cover the roots 

of the word and the symbolic meaning of pink in 

art and in history, as well as its regard to children´s 

clothing and the gender binary. In this chapter I will 

offer a deeper look into this one colour in particular 

and its visible and hidden features. I also address 

one	specific,	currently	fashionable	pink	tone	which	

has a particularly strong sense of the gendered and 

emotional aspect of pink.

According	to	colour	expert	Faber	Birren	modifications	

of red such as pink are “beautiful and expressive, 

universally appealing and deeply emotional.” He 

also states that these variations of red which include 

maroon, rose and pink are favored by extroverts 

because of its soothing and tension relieving qualities 

(Birren, 1978, 258). Claims about the effects of 

colours are often contradictory.

One theory claims that red raises blood pressure, 

another claims it lowers it. (Birren, 1978, 258 and 

Alter, 2013, 162). However, the key point is that colour 

theorists seem to agree that colour has some effect 

on the way people behave and feel. This is especially 

true for the colour pink which is “more closely 

associated with emotions than any other colour” 

(Nemitz, 2006, 26).

Pink is related to all senses: pink smells like candy 

and blossoms, pink tastes like strawberries and sugar, 

pink feels like skin and a soft cushion, pink looks like 

a hundred emotions at once. It stimulates feelings 

and opinions which vary from repulsion to like, it 

represents youth, freshness, safeness, childhood, 

sweetness, plastic toys, the sex industry as well as 

children´s clothing. The associations vary so radically 

1.EXPLORATIONS 
OF THE COLOUR 
PINK 

Fig.06
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that pink is in one sense hard to categorize but on the 

other hand people do know exactly where it belongs 

or where not to use it. (Nemitz, 2006, 27)

1.1. A SHORT HISTORY OF THE COLOUR PINK

"--colour	has	been	defined	first	as	matter,	then	as	

light, and ultimately as sensation." Michel Pastoureau 

(s.168)

Colour has a long and interesting history, which can 

be read in John Gage's Colour and Culture or Philip 

Ball's Bright Earth: Art and the Invention of Colour. I 

will concentrate in the following chapters only on the 

history of colour pink. 

The word ‘pink’ itself is the English name for the 

flower	coming	from	the	flower	of	the	genus	Dianthus,	

the carnation. However ‘pink’ is not the only word 

to describe these certain pale reddish hues. Many 

European languages use the word rose (French), rosa 

(German)	etc.	coming	from	the	flower	rose,	derived	

or the Latin word roseus meaning rose-coloured 

(Schawelka/Nemitz, 2006, 42). 

Since the ancient Greek mythologies the rose has 

been a symbol for Venus, for sexuality and eroticism. 

The rose with its tender petals can be found in 

paintings throughout history when it symbolizes 

sexuality and lust and delivers a message of love. 

No wonder we give roses to our loved ones. Flowers 

stand	for	fleeting	beauty	and	remind	us	of	the	

transient nature of life.

Flower petals in general seem to have an important 

meaning in love, they are used at weddings and 

funerals representing both joy and loss. The pink 

cherry blossoms and the meanings attributed to 

them in Japanese culture are a good example of this, 

too. It is said that the cherry blossoms represent the 

short life of the samurai who are remembered each 

year	when	the	flowers	bloom	for	a	short	time.	This	

nostalgic sadness is tied to the sakura (Japanese for 

‘cherry blossom’) as thousands of people gather to 

watch them bloom. (Nemitz, 2006, 56)

In the French court during the Rococo period (1720-

1777) pink was worn by men and women alike, 

but especially fashion-conscious men chose this 

particular colour for their clothing. One famous person 

of that era, who is known for making the colour pink 

fashionable both in interiors and fashion was Jeanne- 

Antoinette Poisson, also known as Madame de 

Pompadour, mistress of the French King Ludwig XV. 

(Jeanne-Antoinette Poisson, marquise de Pompadour 

in Encyclopedia Britannica, retrieved 06.07.2017)

From the Rococo period until the end of the 19th 

century, it was more important to distinguish children 

from adults than girls from boys, which is why children 

were usually dressed in white until the age of six 

or seven (When Did Girls Start Wearing Pink? by 

Jeanne Maglaty in Smithsonian Magazine, retrieved 

05.05.2017) while colours and patterns were used 

from an older age on (although pink and blue were 

only worn by younger men and women).

In the beginning of the 20th century pink and blue 

were both suggested for nurseries and they were 

used interchangeably. But soon psychological 

Fig.07
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theories of gender (especially Freudian psychology) 

and childhood theories gained hold and prenatal 

examinations about the sex of the baby made, if 

possible, the parents to choose one colour over 

another. By the 1940’s US manufacturers and retailers 

had established the colour pink for girls and blue 

for boys because the more personalized a product 

could be, the more it would sell. Why the colours 

were attributed this way and who chose pink to be the 

colour for girls and blue for boys is not known. 

With the women´s liberation movement in the 1960’s 

arrived the anti-feminine way of dressing. Gender 

neutral-clothing became popular and it was thought 

that if women can dress any way they want they 

willbe less submissive and feel free to move and 

do whatever they want. However, by rejecting the 

colour,	pink	,	they	also	affirmed	its	association	with	

submissive ‘girliness’ and traditional female gender 

roles.

Second wave feminists did not only reject pink 

because it was seen as a ’girly’ colour but because 

it was seen as childish. Unisex clothing for children 

had remained popular until the mid-1980’s. Then the 

children of the baby boomers (people born between 

1940-1964) were having their own offspring and they 

would gladly choose what was on the market for girls 

in pink and boys in blue to distance themselves fromt 

he way they had been brought up by their parents.

“Because the children who wore unisex clothes in 

the 1970s began having their own children in the 

late 1980s, their adoption of strongly gender coded 

children's	clothing	partly	reflected	a	reaction	against	

their own upbringing” , Jo Paoletti argues in her book 

Pink and Blue: Telling the Boys from the Girls in 

America (Pink wasn´t always girly by Anna Broadway, 

The Atlantic, retrieved 5.5.2017).

1.2. SPEAKING OF PINK...

Colour names are tied very tightly to culture and to the 

way we see colours. To even have the word ‘colour’ 

is more tied to the culture we live in than to colour 

itself (Batchelor, 2000, 89). Not all languages have 

the same kind of words or same amount of words for 

Fig.08
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certain colours. For example if a language has only 

two colour terms they are black and white; if there 

are three colour terms they are black, white and red; 

if there are four terms they are black, white, red and 

yellow or green. There seems to be a consistent 

hierarchy within these terms. (Batchelor, 2000, 87)

There is an example, on which colour theorists have 

much relied in their research, of a Malayo-Polynesian 

language called Hanunoo, that has no word for ‘colour’ 

at all. Also the Vietnamese and Korean languages do 

not make a clear distinction between green and blue. 

(Batchelor, 2000, 88)

Finnish uses a term derived from the word for ‘red’ 

(cf. Finnish vaaleanpunainen ‘pale red). The word for 

a strong magenta tone, pinkki, has not been around 

for long. When Finns speak of pinkki, we do not mean 

the same kind of 'pink' that english speakers do. 

The word pinkki in Finnish is meant to describe hues 

like magenta or fuchsia. It has a more aggressive 

connotation and is not linked to the same associations 

as the pale red, ‘pink’ in English. The same can be 

seen as the French say violet, they speak more of a 

'purple' tone actually rather than 'violet' (Batchelor, 

2000, 88). 

Colours seem an easy way of getting people to talk 

and engage. Likes and dislikes are easily shared 

when talking about colours. "Tell me what colours you 

are wearing under your dress or your trousers and I 

will tell you who you are", it said in an advertisement 

described in the book The colours of our Memories by 

Michel Pastoureau. (Pastoureau, 2012, 17). Meanings 

are read into colours because they are associated 

with people, places, objects and experiences. The 

association of colours and memories is inevitable. 

Likes and dislikes, when talking of colour, are often 

related to something from our past. Something we 

have seen around us as a child or seen our parents 

use. 

The emotional and the visual aspects of colour co-

exist in our perception. It is in fact fascinating, how 

I am often faced with the question "what is your 

favorite colour?" or "what colours do you like? – when 

deciding a colour palette for a client, for example. 

Colour preferences intuitive and one of the few 

things where we are allowed to say "I don´t like it" 

without any explanation. It is futile to argue about 

colour preferences – most of the time the individual 

associations are too personal

Colour preferences in Western cultures are dominated 

by blue, green and red, somewhere pink ranks along 

with brown and grey. There seems to be no difference 

between the preferences of men and women. Instead, 

it is almost exclusively the cultural character which 

affects colour preferences: in Japan, red and pink 

are the most preferred colours, after white. In India 

and the Indo-Chinese peninsula, the most preferred 

colours are pink and orange. The differences "reveal 

the relative nature of what Western science claims to 

be truths (the spectrum, the chromatic circle, primary 

colours, --, the law of simultaneous contrast, etc.)", as 

Michel Pastoureau states in Colours of our Memories. 

(Pastoureau, 2012, 145-146)

What constitutes colour, is in the end the society 

we live in. That is, what gives it meaning and value, 

and determines its effect (Pastoureau, 2012, 170). 

This can be witnessed in the historical events that 

Fig.09
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have shaped the colour pink within Western culture 

into what it is today. It continues to be shaped by the 

events and platforms where it is used and displayed. 

This thesis, too, can be as such a platform, giving 

the colour pink a presence as a colour to be taken 

seriously outside the spaces in which it is usually 

featured.

Fig.10

1.3.MILLENNIAL PINK

There are a few distinct pink colours that stand out 

and	can	be	defined	in	a	broader	context.	One	of	them	

is Millennial pink. 

One theory is that the pink trend started in 2014 

with Wes Anderson´s movie The Grand Budapest 

Hotel where it has been used in several interiors and 

objects mostly in a deliberately kitsch way. Soon after 

Apple launched their ‘rose gold’ iPhone and in 2016 

‘Rose quartz’ became Pantone´s colour of the year. 

Millennial pink “represents a kind of ironic prettiness, 

or post-prettiness. It’s a way to be pretty while 

retaining your intellectual detachment. It’s a wish that 

prettiness could de-problematized.” ('Millennial pink' 

is the colour of now – but what exactly is it?, article in 

The Guardian, retrieved 5.6.2017)

This is how the colour company Pantone has branded 

their	official	colour	of	the	year	2016	‘Rose	Quartz’	

(along with its light-blue pair ‘Serenity’):
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“As consumers seek mindfulness and well-being as 

an antidote to modern day stresses, welcoming colors 

that	psychologically	fulfil	our	yearning	for	reassurance	

and security are becoming more prominent.--

The prevalent combination of Rose Quartz and 

Serenity also challenges traditional perceptions of 

color association.--

In many parts of the world we are experiencing a 

gender blur as it relates to fashion, which has in turn 

impacted color trends throughout all other areas of 

design. This more unilateral approach to color is 

coinciding with societal movements toward gender 

equality	and	fluidity,	the	consumer's	increased	comfort	

with using color as a form of expression, a generation 

that has less concern about being typecast or judged 

and an open exchange of digital information that has 

opened our eyes to different approaches to color 

usage.” (Rose Quartz and Serenity in pantone.com 

article, retrieved 5.6.2017)

The company that both sells colour charts and creates 

hues, chooses the colour of the year and agressively 

markets it. With their statement Pantone clearly tries 

to capitalize on the movement for gender equality. 

At the same time, it can be argued that they fail to 

recognize	gender	fluidity	by	selecting	two	colours	

that are traditionally associated with male and female 

– colours that remain seperate and between which 

customers ultimately have to choose. Millennial pink, 

also known as Scandi pink or Tumblr pink,is not only 

one hue, it is many. It is somewhat of an earthy pink, 

like the older sister of the classic pink. It is described 

as being androgynous and a desaturated version of a 

redder pink tone. The internet is loving it and no one 

can clearly say when or where it has started. 

Where	it	was	seen	first,	in	fashion	or	on	the	Internet,	

is hard to say. In any case, the trendiness of millennial 

pink cannot be overlooked in 2017. It has become 

a cultural phenomenon that goes beyond the usual 

colour trends.Trend forecasters and Fashion runway 

shows, Instagram and Pinterest all contribute to what 

colours people are loving at which moment.

Millennial pink is, simply put, a pink of the 21st 

century. It embodies so many things, charasterics of 

these times. It is questioning traditional gender roles, 

it is gender-creative, it is social-media-addictive, it is 

reclaiming femininity, it is less irritating than a strong 

Fig.11

magenta-pink, it mutates into something for everyone. 

If somebody dislikes the colour, they simply pick 

something else from Pantone’s large selection. There 

is plenty to choose from. Brands like Glossier (online 

beauty brand), Thinx (period-underwear brand), Acne 

(fashion brand) and many more have claimed their 

own hues of millennial pink. It varies from a powdery 

pink	hue	to	a	flamingo	pink	and	it	is	easy	to	recognize.	

Against the backdrop of the history of pink and how 

it has evolved it is interesting to observe the kind of 

transition occuring at the moment. Just like in the 

1940’s when suddenly pink became a colour used 

for girls, now in the 2010’s the colour is experiencing 

an	evolution	which	is	equally	important	to	the	fields	

of fashion and design. Perhaps in the future, when 

looking back at the evolution of pink, it is also hard to 

say how this colour trend happened on such a scale 

back in the 2010’s. 
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1.4. MILLENIAL PINK AS A REFLECTION OF OUR 

TIME

Why was there a demand to come up with a term that 

is mostly about re-inventing a colour that is already 

existing	to	define	one	generation´s	use	of	it?	This	hue	

has a very strong suggestion that something is very 

instagrammable and only pink for the purpose of being 

pink. There are even pink places emerging now saying 

“don´t call this millennial pink” (restaurant Pietro Nolita 

in New York to name one). So, in all its trendiness, it 

can be irritating, too. 

Millennials are people born between 1980-2000 and 

it is a large group of people with different attitudes 

towards the Internet. People born in the 1980’s did 

not have Internet in the same way as people born 

in the late 1990’s. Millennial pink as a colour and 

phenomenon however could not have been born 

without the Internet. It was ultimately the seedbed 

for the colour to be able to get a footing in the visual 

culture of today. 

Fig.12

Apparently it is for millennials who have taken on an 

attitude of challenging existing power structures. We, 

who are born after 1980, are experiencing a life where 

political activism is not a part of everyday life in the 

same way our parents experienced it. 

Millennials are often thought of as an unpolitical 

generation. A Trumpian era and political parties who 

are trying to take things a few steps back concerning 

equality, freedom of movement, freedom of speech 

are stirring things up and forcing us to come up with 

new ways of activism and protecting our rights. In that 

context, reclaiming pink in a modern way is taking a 

stand on those issues. It could also mean that creating 

a pink space is like creating  a safe space where you 

could simply forget all the bad that is happening, even 

if it was just for a brief moment. 

Escaping into a world of pretty things seems to be 

a trend that is connected to the general atmosphere 

in the society regarding political, cultural and social 

aspects. I think it is not only a matter of interest in 
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design and architecture, that is driving people to 

create a feel-good-space of their own. It can be an 

actual space or a computer game or the art world 

to retreat to. The idea, to be able to visually and 

emotionally experience a space or world where 

imagination can help ease the burden of everyday-life 

seems to be appealing to many people. 

Colours are an easy way of creating a certain type of 

mood or atmosphere within a space – be it imaginary 

or actual. In my work as an interior architect, I 

always need to balance with colour preferences and 

associations since these are deeply personal and 

rooted sometimes in the most absurd things. To me, 

colours have always been a tool of expression of 

emotions and preferences. I am in my work only now 

realising that colour associations can be sometimes 

so strong that they need to be handled sensitively.

If we disregard hues for a moment and only look 

at dark or light colours, the answer could lie there, 

too. In most cultures, dark colours are related to 

immorality and light colours to morality, and white has 

a connotation of virtue and purity and black of evil and 

vice. (Alter, 2013, 177-178) In light of this research 

it could be that the fondness of millennial pink has 

a link to virtue, happiness, positiveness, optimism, 

innocence and naïvety. These seem to be the effects 

of the pink spaces and objects people seem to be 

experiencing. The dark fuchsia for example is often 

perceived as aggressive, stimulating and radical which 

also	confirms	this	theory	of	the	saturation	in	hues.	

In a way, pink seems to be some sort of mirror of 

social and cultural values in its dualism of feminine/

masculine, cheap/expensive, classy/trashy, etc. It 

is intriguing how it depends on who wears pink and 

where, whether it is perceived as classy or trashy. 

Somehow pink seems a very important trigger for 

our mind to assume many things about a person 

wearing pink. Wearing pink often means one is 

exposed to many assumptions because of the cultural 

associations it causes. Pink colour has revolutionary 

potential because it can be used for pushing the 

boundaries of traditional gender and social roles. 

Fig.13
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Thinking about millennial pink and the way it is 

regarded socially brings me to the next chapter, in 

which I discuss pink from a gender perspective and 

from the viewpoint of inclusiveness. With the terms 

inclusive/exclusive in the context of my thesis, I refer 

to social structures, services and places which might 

not be open for all people based on their gender.  

2.1. GIRLS LIKE PINK, BOYS LIKE BLUE- WHO 

TOLD YOU THIS IS TRUE?

Dr. Dominique Grisard, teacher of gender studies 

and leading researcher in the colour pink in a social 

context,	argues	that	the	colour	pink	reaffirms	the	

“binary of masculine contained emotions and feminine 

excessive emotionality” (Dominique Grisard in her 

Abstract of Pink boys: Colouring gender, gendering 

affect, 2017, retrieved 15.06.2017). Just by looking 

at research and documentations of children crossing 

typical	gender	confirmative	behaviour,	pink	can	be	

seen as the a symbol of crossing gender roles. No 

matter in what context pink is being used by whom, 

it	is	a	strong	symbol:	for	girls	either	confirming	their	

stereotypical gender role, for girls reclaiming the 

colour as an independent choice of preference, for 

boys to show their feminine side, for boys to show 

gender understanding, for any other gender to be a 

part of a community by using the colour.

But pink is not necessarily inclusive for girls either. 

2.SOCIAL 
CONCEPTIONS OF 
PINK

Fig.14
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Fig.15

Pink can cause anxiety, because girls and women are 

meant to ‘act in a certain way’. The link between pink 

being seen as a colour of some gender-association 

can be seen in the term "pink boy". This term has 

established itself to describe children who are 

assigned male at birth but are in some way or another 

linked to gender nonconformity (Dominique Grisard 

in her abstract of Pink boys: Colouring gender, 

gendering affect, 2017, retrieved 15.06.2017).

The inclusiveness of the colour pink is questionable. 

In my childhood I was allowed to choose whatever 

colours I liked to dress in or to play with. Did I choose 

pink? Yes I did. But whether it was because other girls 

liked it just as much is hard to say in retrospect. For 

a boy to choose pink, is something that most likely 

will cause a stir, especially if the environment is not 

amenable to breaking certain gender roles.

I have been told by male friends that it would have 

been too embarrassing to choose anything in pink, 

even though the colour would have been appealing. 

Children up until the age of three are drawn to pink no 

matter what gender, but soon after passing that age 

they become aware of their environment and realize 

that as a boy you are supposed to be drawn to blue 

and other ‘masculine’ shades. (Birren, 1978, 176)

These examples show how strong the link between 

gender and the colour pink there has been 

traditionally. It is remarkable to which extent the 

gender conformity in relation to pink colour can be 

stigmatizing or traumatising although it is mostly 

regarded as being the "happy colour". 

David Batchelor, Scottish artist and writer, talks in 

his book Chromophobia about the prejudice of colour 

in Western culture in the context of architecture and 

art. Particularly, his thoughts about the relationship 

between	colour,	gender	and	sexuality	is	what	I	find	

interesting. He distinguishes two ways of devaluing 

colour:	"In	the	first,	colour	is	made	out	to	be	the	

property of some 'foreign' body – usually the feminine, 

the oriental, the primitive, the infantile, the vulgar, 

the queer or the pathological. In the second, colour 

is	relegated	to	the	realm	of	the	superficial,	the	

suplementary, the inessential or the cosmetic." By 

identifying colour in general as feminine or queer, it is 
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subordinated to the 'masculine' of design and drawing 

(Batchelor, 2000, 22-23). If colour in general is coded 

the feminine but also the primitive (Batchelor, 2000, 

24), it can be argued that pink stands out as the colour 

that is associated most with those attributes. 

To colour, means etymologically to disguise or 

conceal, to misrepresent. It can be seen as mere 

make-up, that wants to mask and create illusions. 

In that sense colour is again coded as feminine. 

(Batchelor, 2000, 52) The relation of colour with the 

queer and feminine can also be seen in the idea of 

colours as being always close to the body and never 

far from sexuality be it heterosexual or homosexual 

(Batchelor, 2000, 63).

2.2. PINK IN QUEER CULTURE

Pink is a colour that does not appear in any nations´ 

flag	nor	is	it	regarded	as	a	hostile	colour.	But	it	has	

been used against minorities in brutal ways. During 

the Nazi era in Germany male homosexuals were 

marked with a pink triangle (pointing downward) 

in the concentration camps and often prioritized 

in medical experiments (History of the Gay Male 

and Lesbian Experience in World War II, retrieved 

10.05.2017). This suggests that at the time pink was 

already becoming associated with femininity and 

the	Nazi	classification	undoubtedly	contributed	to	

the connotations associated with pink colour today. 

Whether the colour was chosen for a particular reason 

is in the end unclear, but it certainly has shaped our 

attitudes towards it. (Nazi colour coding- article in 

Esquire Magazine, retrieved 05.10.2017) After being 

used as a symbol of shame during that era, the pink 

triangle pointing upward was reclaimed as a symbol 

for pride by the LGBTQ+ –community and is now an 

established and internationally well-known symbol. 

The cultural associations can still be exploited to 

evoke feelings of shame. If men are choosing pink 

colour it is often assumed that they are signalling 

their sexual orientation based on the universal “logic” 

that pink=girls (Gender...Why that colour-article 

by Alecandar Macasev, retrieved 6.7.2017). It is 

puzzling how a colour like red, which has historically 

been linked stongly to men, is stripped from its 

masculinity when white is added and it becomes 

Fig.16
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pink. For example a prison in the US has have used 

pink uniforms as a tactic to keep men from relapsing 

into crime: by forcing them to wear bubble gum pink 

outfits	while	picking	up	trash	along	the	streets	of	

the town as a community service. Making them to 

wear	a	pink	outfit	is	thought	of	as	a	shaming	strategy	

because it is depriving them of their masculinity and 

credibility, which are among the few things left in 

prison. (Georgia Inmates Forced To Wear Hot Pink 

Jumpsuits- article, retrieved 05.10.2017)

The reason why pink colour is much used in the 

LGBTQ+ –community are in the Nazi era and in 

reclaiming the pink triangle, and not so much in trying 

to reclaim a colour reserved for women. Although it 

could be assumed that the LGTBQ+ –community does 

not strive to underline traditional colour coding, a new 

flag	has	gained	popularity	in	the	past	years	rising	next	

to	the	gay	pride	rainbow	flag	designed	in	1978	and	

then popularized all over the world. The Transgender 

Pride	flag	was	designed	by	Monica	Helms,	and	was	

first	shown	at	a	pride	parade	in	Phoenix,	Arizona,	

USA	in	1999.	The	flag	represents	the	transgender	

community	and	consists	of	five	horizontal	stripes,	

two light blue, two pink, with a white stripe in the 

center.	Helms	describes	the	meaning	of	the	flag	as	

follows: “The light blue is the traditional color for baby 

boys, pink is for girls, and the white in the middle is 

for those who are transitioning, those who feel they 

have a neutral gender or no gender, and those who 

are intersexed. The pattern is such that no matter 

which	way	you	fly	it,	it	will	always	be	correct.	This	

symbolizes	us	trying	to	find	correctness	in	our	own	

lives” (We have a Navy Veteran to thank for the 

Transgender	Pride	Flag-	article	in	Huffington	Post,	

retrieved	06.07.2017).	The	flag	is	visually	appealing	

and easy to approach thanks to the choice of colour.

The	bisexual	symbol	and	flag	also	use	the	pink/

blue colour combination although the hues are more 

saturated. 

This can be seen as a part of expressing gender 

through colour choices. People are able to express 

with their clothes, their preferences in interiors or with 

Fig.17
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their instagram account their personality or taste. That 

can be seen as a component of participating in public 

life which is a part of social well-being. In the context 

of queer culture, pink can therefore be seen as an 

inclusive colour. The claiming of the pink triangle 

by gay men and of pink as a female colour by trans 

women transforms a symbol of shame into one of 

pride, and a colour associated with oppression into a 

colour of empowerment.

2.3. PINK MARKETED FOR CHILDREN

Toys are manufactured in pink so that girls would 

play with them, this is one sort of ‘pinkwashing’. 

The products in stores directed for children come 

with colour coding. The idea of gender conforming 

behaviour via colour preferences is a big business. 

The clothing and toys which are being used by a child 

signal the environment whether it is a boy or girl in 

question. Even using the two terms girl and boy offer 

no variation for any child who might not identify with 

either one. 

There are attributes in girls and boys which adults 

associate and praise in children that guide a child into 

a certain kind of behaviour. For example in a recent 

study researchers found, that boys under the age of 

three years old were praised for effort whereas girls 

were praised for their characteristics. Later on this 

meant	that	those	boys	took	on	more	fi	rmly	challenges	

and risks. Girls on the other hand were encouraged 

to show emotions. (article in Helsingin Sanomat, 

18.10.2017) This example shows the problematics of 

raising children with gender awareness

It is important to let a person, a child in this case, 

to decide for themselves. It would be important for 

the environment  to encourage variation and offer 

possibilities to the normally seen patterns. This 

applies to the idea of colour coded products and 

clothing, as well as gendered behavioural patterns.

2.4. DECOUPLING SEXUALITY AND PINK

Emerging from the world and subcultures of the 

Fig.18
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internet and especially Tumblr – are new femme-

positive artists who use the means of stereotypical 

‘girlculture’, self-portraits and pink-blue colour 

combinations in their graphics and photography.

They explore gender ideals “while pushing against 

the conventions of fashion imagery and challenging 

normative expressions of femininity”, as Kevin Lo, 

Montreal-based graphic designer and founder of 

the design studio LOKI, puts it (“The Propaganda 

of Pantone: Colour and Subcultural Sublimation”, 

retrieved 26.05.2017).

There are several artists who have established 

themselves in recent years by using typical ‘girlculture’ 

objects and colours in emancipatory ways, re-

claiming pink, promoting empowerment and critically 

highlighting the social structure of gender. The way 

young female artists like Petra Collins, Arvida Byström 

and Julia Beylis have been using pink colour, spaces 

and	light	in	their	fashion	fi	lms,	Tumblr	pages	and	

photography is innovative.

Fig.19

They have created a new type of feminist art for young 

women, that knows neither boundaries nor the usual 

gender binary. The dreamy sceneries, where everyone 

is dipped in soft pink light and the stories behind 

the	pictures	often	refl	ect	the	artist's	interpretation	of	

coming	of	age,	growing	up	and	fi	nding	their	own	way.	

In this pink dreamland, you can be whatever sort of 

person and be yourself and rule your own world. It 

marks a new type of feminism, something that one 

can relate to because it depicts a world for which 

theories or manifestos are not needed. One can 

simply participate via social media platforms or other 

media channels, like these women did in their local 

community where they started out and later gained 

popularity. 

Film	director	Sofi	a	Coppola	says	about	adolescence	

that it is about daydreaming,fantasizing and playing 

different scenarios in one´s head. Adolescence is 

“Trying	to	fi	gure	out	what	you	want	to	be	when	you	

grow up”. (Summer issue of Dazed & Confused 

magazine, 06/2017) Reclaiming emotionality and 
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combatting the idea that showing emotions is a sign 

of weakness is a common goal among these artists. 

“The softness advocated for here is a far cry from 

Pantone’s “connection and wellness” or “soothing 

sense of order and peace”. Born in response to the 

patriarchal characterization of the overly-sensitive 

female (and the complementary idealisation of the 

demure, soothing, and peaceful), it calls for the 

collective	affirmation	of	the	full-range	of	emotional	

and mental states as a means of empowerment 

and resistance, as a feminine presentation of 

resilience and strength.” as Kevin Lo sums it up (“The 

Propaganda of Pantone: Colour and Subcultural 

Sublimation”, retrieved 26.05.2017).

The way I see this rise of softness coated with pink, 

in fashion, art and in interior design, is that it happens 

outside the male gaze. A new generation of women 

have established themselves as artists and designers. 

They show other women through a pink veil and open 

up spaces in which pink is not tied to sexuality from 

a male viewpoint – like a nursery or any other space 

designated only for women. The power and strength 

which is portrayed gives entirely a new meaning to the 

term ‘girl power’. 

2.5. THE CHARM OFFENSIVE OF PINK

Pink is a mystrious colour and if it were too obvious it 

would lose part of its charm. Pink indirectly exposes 

what is concealed (Schawelka/Nemitz, 2006, 50). 

The mystery that is tied with pink and what it tells or 

hides	is	one	of	the	reasons	why	it	is	hard	to	define.	

By examining pictures and articles for my research, I 

came to understand that even if millennial pink is often 

perceived as genderless, the colour itself and whether 

it has a gender; it is about the context in which it 

appears.

Considering that pink has a history of being a 

colour often worn by men (until the beginning of the 

20th century), then a feminine colour (1940- ) and 

also given its queer history, it can be argued that 

this new rise of pink in the form of a muted pink is 
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Fig.21

marking	a	moment	of	a	modern	gender	fluidity.	It	has	

a controversial spirit, and that is the colours most 

valuable asset. The way it lets the user or viewer 

imagine whatever setting for it, is probably one of the 

reasons for its success. The pink space offers a place 

for a mindset. In a way, it works like a religous space 

– the mind is open to wander off to an abstract world 

filled	with	emotions	which	are	needed	at	that	exact	

moment. The proverb ‘In the pink’ means being at your 

best health, so being ‘in the pink space’ could mean a 

moment of letting your mind be free and open for the 

best possible thoughts.
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In this chapter I will apply the theoretical principles 

of colour theory and gender studies that I have 

presented in the previous chapter. The main interest 

of my analysis will be to explore the pink spaces and 

to analyse how they are perceived by their viewers. A 

particular focus area is the analysis of pink spaces in 

the context of gender theory. 

3.1. COLOUR AS AN EXPERIENCE

When we say colour, we mean at least three different 

things according to Swedish architect and colour 

researcher Karin Fridell Anter (Arnkil, 2007, 228). 

The colour material or pigment itself, the observed 

colour and the experience of seeing the colour. Since 

colours are always observed in a certain light and 

from a certain distance, they are in a sense always 

subjective.

Because I am focusing on the emotional effects of 

pink, I will mostly draw on the NCS colour system. 

The Natural Colour System, which is one of the most 

used colour coding systems in the world (Arnkil, 2007, 

163), is based on perception. This means that when 

entering a space, a colour can be recorded precisely 

and reliably with the means of an NCS colour sample 

index. Its phenomenological basis distinguishes it from 

many other colour coding systems. 

The experience of a colour in a space depends on 

numerous factors: lighting, colour vision and the 

way	that	light	is	reflected,	in	different	materials	for	

example. Some aspects of the three-dimensional 

room can be regarded as two-dimensional, almost 

like a painting: a wall can be perceived and examined 

3. OBSERVING 
COLOUR IN 
SPACES

Fig.22
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in the same manner as a painting. (Olsson, 2009, 8) 

Whether it is a cold porous concrete wall or a wall 

with a shiny silicon based paint and an even colour 

surface, affects how the space can be experienced 

and taken in. The haptic experience which is one 

of the most valuable assets when entering an 

architectural space leaves a trace through visual 

memory. (Arnkil, 2007, 62)

The haptic experience of a space also translates 

into a physical reaction. Sometimes the pleasure 

or comfort that is for example experienced through 

colour harmony becomes a reaction we feel inside 

our body. There is actually no theory to explain this 

reaction and it is highly subjective (Arnkil, 2007, 120). 

But on an emotional level this strong reaction, that 

colour creates, is deeply meaningful. 

This observational research is what I see as valuable 

for the research in my thesis because although 

one does not need a theory to back up emotional 

reactions when entering a space, it is valuable for 

the documentation of the pink spaces to capture the 

different atmospheres and hues of the spaces I have 

included in my research. Because colours exist always 

in relation to another colour or their surrounding, the 

most	efficient	way	of	trying	to	document	the	existing	

colours in the pink spaces by using Fridell Anter´s 

method of comparing the colour on-site to an existing 

colour “which we imagine to be the most similar” of the 

NCS. This is called the nominal colour. (Arnkil, Fridell, 

Klarén, 2012, 50)

There is little research about how colour is 

experienced in a space since there is no instrument or 

method like the NCS for that. It also has been noted 

that when physical measurements are used then a 

study has to include perceptual and phenomenological 

perspectives as well. The numbers cannot explain 

what is experienced but it makes it possible to 

understand what causes the change between different 

experiences. (Arnkil, 2007, 213)

Arnkil (2013, 232) distinguishes three central 
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problems regarding colour and space:

1.The	influence	of	space	on	the	perception	of	colour:	

how spatial context, viewing distance, size and 

illumination affect the way we perceive colours. In 

addition	to	these	factors,	the	influence	of	spatial	

colours on each other should be considered.

 

2.The	influence	of	colours	on	the	experience	of	space,	

including their effects on the experience of volume, 

distance, form, structure, textures and materials. 

3.The psychological effects of spatial colour: how 

and to what degree colours in the built environment 

influence,	for	example,	our	experiences	of	comfort.

In this thesis I am particularly interested in the third 

problem	as	well	as	the	problem	of	defining	not	

only comfort but as a sublayer, the experience of 

inclusiveness against the backdrop of the strong 

gendered associations of the colour pink. 

Fig.23

Colour is always regarded in relation to another 

colour. In a built space the eyes take in multiple 

contrasts at once: scale, material, forms and colour. 

When seeing colours in a space we see them in 

relation to the surroundings of the background or to 

a previous space, in either consecutive or parallel 

contrast. (Arnkil, 2007, 94).

This is one reason why colours are so fascinating. The 

combinations are endless. The effect colours have is 

always different because of the constantly changing 

surrounding factors. The concept of spatial sequence, 

which is a fundamental concept in architecture, is 

affected by colour contrast. It “creates a multisensory 

time-related experience” as Arnkil summarizes the 

concept in his book.

Architecture is experienced full-scale when it is seen 

from room to roomwith all senses. The size, form 

and colour of a space are always perceived in a 

personal way. The spatial sequence can therefore be 

experienced as pleasurable, irritating or complexing. 
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The way colour affects this experience can have 

different stages: the parallel contrast constists 

of what can be seen at that moment and what is 

located within that space at that moment, and the 

consecutive contrast consists of a time-related 

experience, that includes the after-image of a colour 

and the successive contrast in general. This means 

that a room can be experienced as tinted with the 

complementary colour of the previous room before the 

eyes adjust to the colours and lighting in the present 

room. (Arnkil, 2013, 239)

What is interesting about this multisensory experience 

of spaces are not only the visual cues of colours but 

also the memories that are related to spaces with a 

certain colour. The viewer is affected by experiences, 

movies and art, social media platforms, photography, 

education and the cultural background to name a 

few	influences	for	the	reactions	that	emerge.	It	is	not	

possible to analyze experiences caused by colour 

stimuli	only	by	using	scientific	methods.

Fig.24

The personal and emotional aspects of colour 

experience seem to be particularly strong with regard 

to pink. This is why I think I have received so many 

comments on my project – the topic of pink colour 

in space opens up the possibility to talk about the 

emotional reaction this colour is causing. Throughout 

my research I have seen that pink engages people on 

a level I have not experienced before, and many have 

been eager to share their thought and sometimes 

express negative or contradictory feelings. This 

experience has convinced me even more of the strong 

emotional aspect of pink.

3.2. INTERPRETING EMOTIONS

Since	it	is	difficult	to	research	and	define	the	impact	of	

colours and even harder to separate the physiological 

and psychological effects of colours on humans, 

there is little and often contradictory evidence from 

research. What is meant by emotion in colour science 

is not often clear. 
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Baker-Miller pink

According to colour researchers Osvaldo da Pos and 

Paul Green-Armytage, emotions in colour science 

are “often mixed up with such concepts as emotional 

states, moods, feelings, sensations, denotations 

and connotations”(Arnkil, 2013, 250). In everyday 

language these words are used interchangeably and it 

is hard to tell what the actual differences are. When I 

use the word emotion in the context of colour science, 

I refer to the sensation that a colour causes when it is 

seen.

Arnkil states in his book that art, design and visual 

communications create moods and emotions with 

the use of colours and this is the very core of these 

disciplines. From this perspective it is interesting how 

a phenomenon like the rise of pink spaces always 

strives to evoke an emotion of something.

If this something is meant to be similar in all of the 

pink spaces that I have seen or visited during the 

research for my thesis or seen in pictures online, 

there has to be a general understanding of what 

kinds of feelings are evoked by using this particular 

colour. Pink is thought of as a ‘happy colour’ and 

often seems to offer some kind of emotional escape 

– from personal problems, the political atmosphere, 

patriarchy, violence, oppression and gender roles.

However, since pink is considered to be the most 

emotional colour – the emotional reaction cannot be 

controlled and therefore it can cause strong negative 

feelings, too. Often it cannot be proved whether it is 

the hue of a certain colour that causes a reaction or 

just the fact that it is not black or white.

3.3. EMOTION-TRIGGERING PINK

In the USA in the late 1970s, Dr.Alexander Schauss 

(American Institute for Biosocial Research, Tacoma, 

Washington) found out that a certain pink colour 

had a calming effect on agressive prisoners. He 

wanted to test his results for military use and was 

granted	permission	to	test	his	findings	in	a	U.S.	Naval	

Correctional centre in Seattle. The pink colour he used 

was	named	after	two	officials,	Mike	Miller	and	Gene	

Baker, who granted the test. The colour is known now 

as prison pink, drunk tank pink, Baker-Miller pink and 

Schauss pink. Prisoners were held in a detention cell, 
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painted in this shade of pink, for about 15 minutes 

after which they had reportedly calmed down and the 

others. This calmness would unfortunately only last 

for about 30 minutes. Schauss´s researche received 

a lot of critique for its poor documentation of the 

research results and the incoherent description of 

the research methods. However, some prisons in the 

USA, Switzerland and Germany have painted some 

of their cells in this pink colour to test out the calming 

results of the famous drunk tank pink. (Baker-Miller, in 

an article on coloria.net, retrieved 06.10.2017)

Research by Patricia Valdez and Albert Mehrabian 

conducted in 1994 showed that even though it is 

certain that colours can cause emotional reactions, it 

is saturation (the amount of whiteness) and brightness 

which cause the reactions. Hue has little to do with 

emotional reactions. (Valdez&Mehrabian, 1994, 397) 

In light of these results, it also can be argued that 

it	was	not	the	Baker-Miller	pink	that	influenced	the	

prisoners in positive ways.

Fig.25

There	is	no	scientific	research	that	would	have	tested	

the actual effects of the pink colour or interviews with 

guards or prisoners. Instead, conducted the same 

results could have been obtained in those prisons 

if the detention cells had been painted in the same 

brightness and saturation in yellow or green. Any 

other colour than the concrete grey-colour of the cell 

could have had this effect. I contacted several prisons 

in Germany in the state of Nordrhein-Westfalen, after 

reading articles about experiments where these pink 

prison	cells	were	tested	in	the	past	years,	to	find	out	

if I could be allowed to visit the spaces and interview 

prisoners who had spent time in those cells.

Unfortunately, a co-operation did not result. 

However, I received an answer from the head of 

the Justizvollzugsanstalt Kleve (Kleve state-prison) 

Wolfgang Fengels, stating that they were not able to 

see any effect the colour pink had on prisoners, so 

the colour of the walls had been painted back to their 

original colour. 

Valdez and Mehrabian noticed a link between 
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their own research and the Baker-Miller pink: light 

unsaturated magenta (closest to Baker-Miller pink), 

led to slight arousal. In their research, light colours 

were evaluated as the least dominant and magenta 

received the smallest number of dominance points in 

their	classification	system.	This	means	that	although	

magenta and Baker-Miller pink are not the same 

colour, a link between the reactions it causes has 

been established by research. Brightness is the factor 

that seems to be most strongly linked to the sensation 

of pleasure, more than saturation. (Arnkil, 2013, 256-

257)

In	my	own	findings	I	have	come	to	the	same	results	

- it  is mostly the amount of pink colour (how many 

walls, for example) and how strong the saturation is. 

The effect could be witnessed in the differences in 

saturation of my case study subjects. The difference in 

the lighting, whether there was incoming daylight and 

how	much	of	artificial	light	was	in	the	space,	had	a	

significant	impact	on	how	I	experienced	the	pink	hues	

myself. 
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Fig.26
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In this chapter I will present pink colour in architecture, 

where it can be seen in history and how pink spaces 

can also be seen as abstract ‘states of mind’. 

4.1. PINK IN INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE HISTORY

In the beginning of the 19th century, colour was an 

ongoing topic within architectural theory because 

archeology based in science started to be created in 

the 1820s. In the previous century there had been an 

understanding that Greek buildings and sculptures 

were white, based on the theories of J.J.Winkelmann 

(1717-1768). Now two perspectives were spread 

across	Europe	based	on	new	findings:	that	colour	was	

independently expressive and that the colour schemes 

of the Greek Antique architecture and sculptures 

had been rich in colours. Colour was started to 

be understood as an independent element within 

architecture. (Olsson, 2009, 55-57)

In	the	modern	era	of	architecture	a	leading	figure	

regarding colour theory in architecture was  Le 

Corbusier (1887- 1965) who studied light and colour 

for years even before becoming an architect. His 

study trips to Italy and Greece taught him about 

complementary colour contrast which he used in 

his sketches. He said that “the light and colour give 

architecture energy and strength”. (Olsson, 2009,132) 

The key element in Le Corbusier`s work regarding 

colour were the combinations. His “colour keyboard”, 

a tool to help choose colour, offered a range of colours 

to be combined. What makes his way of using colours 

interesting is how he kept avoiding simultaneous 

contrast to make the colours appear static and not 

affected by a neighbouring colour. There were always 

white walls to keep the colours from mixing optically. 

He also used colour to to enhance the proportions of a 

4. PINK SPACES

Fig.27
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room. (Olsson, 2009, 135)

One colour in Le Corbusier`s colour keyboard was 

a soft pink hue. This colour complements many 

other colours in the keyboard and vice versa. Le 

Corbusier`s work features several houses with pink 

rooms or pink walls, for example the Villa Savoye 

or the Villa La Roche in Paris, France. I had the 

chance to visit the Villa Savoye in July 2017 and was 

impressed by the amount of pink walls, although the 

colour itself plays no central role in the interior of the 

house, which is why I did not include the Villa in my 

research on a more in-depth level.

Villa Ephrussi de Rothschild in Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat 

in France was completed in 1912 and it is on the 

outside pink and also many rooms of the interior are 

completely	pink.	It	is	a	Villa	filled	with	art	and	beautiful	

objects. It functioned as a home to the Baroness 

Béatrice de Rothschild, who also decided on the 

rose colour. This example shows how the pink colour 

was seen as a very particular one: one perhaps 

reserved for the upper class and one which would be 

remembered. (Villa Ephrussi de Rotschild website, 

retrieved 18.20.2017)

Luis Barragan made pink famous, not only in 

Mexico, but in architecture history in general. His 

use of colours was extaordinary and he made use of 

coloured surfaces both on the inside and outside of 

the houses he designed between the 1930s-1980s. 

For example Casa Galvez and Casa Gilardi are pink, 

inside and out. (Luis Barragan Biography, retrieved 

18.10.2017)

The previous examples of pink interiors in interior 

architecture history have the feature in common, 

that their pink rooms were not designated for women 

although they were designed during times when 

traditional gender roles were present. There are 

plenty of examples found in the history of interior 

architecture of the opposite, where pink colour is 

only found in the bedroom, bathroom or nursery. By 

presenting these examples above, I want to point 

out to the creative use of pink colour in history from 

viewpoints which are not gender-based. 
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4.2. A SPACE WITHIN A SPACE

Pink spaces represent something abstract, a mirror of 

meanings that are concretised in these pink places. In 

a way, they can be seen as heterotopias within a built 

space. The concept of heterotopias, as interpreted by 

French philosopher Michel Foucault, refers to layers 

or concealed meanings or suggestions: there is more 

to place what meets the eye. Spaces are both physical 

and mental but equally abstract and they are always 

in relation to the existing culture and knowledge. 

(Foucault, 1967,3)

According to Foucault´s sixth principle of heterotopias, 

the function is to create a space of illusion that 

exposes every real space. Also, to create the contrary: 

a space of compensation in which “their role is to 

create a space that is other, another real space, as 

perfect, as meticulous, as well arranged as ours is 

messy” (Foucault, 1967,8). This captures well what 

I have been trying to grasp through my research. 

The illusion of a world with no fear, crisis or injustice 

created	by	a	pink	space	does	not	fit	the	definition	of	

a dystopia or a utopia. That we can respond to our 

needs or desires just through the means of colour 

choice explains the pleasure people take in the colour 

pink.

Another principle of Foucault´s heterotopia is capable 

of juxtaposing in a single real place several sites that 

are incompatible with another (Foucault, 1967, 6). 

That it is associations with softness and femininity 

pink spaces combine with a feeling of empowerment 

and accessibility. Throughout the history of (interior) 

architecture, spaces have traditionally been divided 

into male and female spaces but the pink spaces I 

have researched question this established practice.

The female spaces have been private when looking 

at the history of interior architecture. For example, in 

the late 18th century the house was considered the 

female domain because it was the private realm as 

opposed to the public realm, meaning work, which 

was reserved for men. The house was seen as the 

second mantle, after the body, and women were 

tied to the house because they were responsible 

for reproduction and taking care of the offspring. 

The spaces containing pink or round shapes were 

Fig.28

primarily reserved for reproduction, child care and 

resting, for example the drawing room or the boudoir. 

(Kuhlmann, 2003, 136-137) A boudoir in houses of 

the 18th century house was meant to be a place for 

women to rest, do their makeup and make themselves 

presentable for the men. A typical piece of furniture 

was a small make-up table with a mirror. Already then, 

the interior of these rooms would be soft-shaped and 

contain pale colours (Kuhlmann, 2003, 136).

Moreover, the word house (German Haus, Hütte, 

Hort) – has the same roots as the words for “body 

coverings” such as skin, shoe and trousers (German 

Haut, Schuh, Hose). Also, the word ‘house’ has 

common roots with the Latin word for vulva, ‘cunnus’ 

originating from the Sanskrit word for ‘cover’ which 

has led to the connection between female genitals 

and the architectural metaphor from the middle-ages 

of gate, garden – “the most inner room of the house”. 

(Kuhlmann, 2003, 68 & 172-173) 

People act or ‘perform’ in certain ways when moving 
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Fig.29

around in a space of a built environment. Also gender 

is something that is always performed. Meaning that 

it is not about choosing what gender one will be today 

but it is about repeating the norms by which one is 

constituted	–	those	actions	define	gender.	

(Pilcher & Welechan, 2004, 130) Moreover gender is a 

social construct. Etiquette or hierachy are also social 

constructs and although they are not attributes of a 

person, they do govern behviour, a performance, in a 

space. Therefore, it can be argued that the gendered 

perception of pink is socially learned and repeated 

much like the social construct of gender. 

If so, then it is fascinating to think about how people 

behave when they enter a pink space, especially one 

they know to be pink beforehand. Pink spaces can 

be seen as a stimulant triggering a certain behavioral 

pattern. It is the same as with a dim lit candle light 

dinner	or	with	a	brightly	lit	office	space	–	the	spatial	

elements and social norms suggest one behaviour 

over another.
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5. PINK CASES
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PRESENTING THE CASE STUDIES

In the this chapter I will present my case studies. I 

chose the destinations for three reasons: 1. They are 

all completely pink 2. They represent all a different 

type of space (retail, restaurant, hotel, art gallery, 

private house) 3. They are places where people are 

meant to do different things: eat, sleep, consume, live 

and	look	at	things.	By	experiencing	the	places	first	

hand I was able to understand the impact of the pink 

colour with all senses. I will present this experience in 

words	and	photographs	and	reflect	on	them	in	the	light	

of the theories I have presented earlier in this thesis. 

The reason why observation is so important is that 

the	field	of	colour	studies	in	a	spatial	context	is	very	

complex. The experience of colour always depends 

on many factors, including materials, lighting, the 

observer´s movements in the space, etc. To be able 

to work with colour, a viewer has to be able to see in 

more sense than one. (Olsson, 2009, 8)

The researched spaces are: 

Maison Bernard, Théoule-sur-Mer, France

Normann Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Danmark

Hotel Saint-Marc, Paris, France

The Community, Paris, France

The Gallery at Sketch, London, United Kingdom
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Fig.30-33
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5.1. MAISON BERNARD 

Time of visit: 26.08.2017

Location: Théoule-sur-Mer, France

Architect: Antti Lovag and Pierre Bernard, restauration 

completed in 2016 by Odile Decq together with 

Isabelle Bernard

Completed in: 1968

Upper bathroom:

NCS S0520-R20B

NCS S1060-R10B

Pink living space 1:

NCS S1050-R20B walls, hallway

Pink living space 2:

NCS S2050-R30B upstairs bedroom

NCS S1040- R30B ceiling

NCS S1050-R30B bathroom

NCS S0530-R30B lounge area

NCS S1060-R30B built-in shelving system

Arriving at Maison Bernard in Théoule-sur-Mer is a 

treasure hunt driving along the serpentine road to 

the house which is hidden in the scenery of the hills 

onlooking the mediterranean sea. The colours and 

landscape is bewildering. At the house, I am greeted 

by Isabelle Bernard, art historian and daughter of 

Pierre Bernard, who spends her summer in the house 

where she grew up. We met already in Paris and 

discussed pink and colours in the context of art and 

interiors, so I am excited to be able to see the house 

now with my own eyes. 

The house is built in the late 1960´s and I have 

a sense of familiarity by the organic curves and 

structures; I am reminded of furniture and especially 

the Futuro- house designed by Matti Suuronen also 

in 1968. The Hungarian architect of the Maison 

Bernard is of Finnish decent: Antti Lovag´s mother 

was Finnish, his father Russian. Maybe there is 

some	influence?	We	start	the	tour	in	the	large	living	

room where a lounge area and sofas and seats are 

nested in the curved nooks of the space. The round 

windows are mostly overlooking the bright blue sea 

and providing cool temperature in the summer heat. 

Walking in the house, one would get lost easily. The 

rounded	shapes	and	flowing	corridors	make	it	hard	to	

process which way we are turning and what direction 

we are facing in which room. 

Isabelle Bernard shows me all the spaces and the 

results of the renovation completed in 2016, led by 

renowned French architect Odile Decq. Bernard tells 

me	how	the	colours	were	chosen:	the	floor	of	the	

entire house is made of the local red stone which can 

be seen everywhere is this area. When she and Odile 

Decq	looked	closer	at	the	red	stone	floor	they	could	

distinguish even more red and pink tones on which 

they based the new colour scheme of the house. 

Antti Lovag´s idea was to build a house with no 

corners, nor did he want white walls. Because of the 

round surfaces and the many windows, it is almost 

impossible to distinguish clearly the different colours, 

because the shadows and light change the colours 

so drastically in every space. There are two living 

spaces, almost like small apartments: both have an 

integrated kitchenette, bathroom with a bath tub, a 

round lounge area, a round bedroom and matching 

furniture. The pink tones seem to be repeating 

throughout the space, but because of the curved walls 

I am not sure if the tones change or are actually the 

same. The NCS suggests that there are more tones 

than I thought. The wam light of the Mediterranean 

sun also changes the tones to a wamer hue. 

Another pink apartement-like space is in a further part 

of the house with a mezzanine bedroom. I feel like 

I am in a space ship where everything is made-to-

measure for a person. The atmosphere is due to its 

unorthodox way of shaping a house from the inside, 

suggesting that this is a place where boundaries and 

presumptions can be broken.
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 ANALYSIS OF MAISON BERNARD

The house is like a colour palette on acid: there 

is pink, green, red, orange, yellow, black. And not 

dimmed down or washed out colours – but as bright 

as it gets. It becomes quite evident, when touring the 

house, that in this space the colours were chosen 

based on their qualities of enhancing another colour. 

This feeling of inner excitement and energy, which 

these brightly coloured spaces offer, is something 

very unique. The light, which is a very bright and 

hot summer sun shining from the round windows, 

enhances every tone and enriches them in a way 

which makes me wonder if this colour palette could 

ever work anywhere else.

The colours are energizing due to the glow and 

reflections	of	the	sun.	It	feels	like	a	surreal	colour	

therapy session walking around this place. This 

confirms	myown	thoughts	about	the	power	which	this	

kind of visual stimulus has on the brain. How it creates 

enthusiasm and energy is like a medicine or the love 

drug explained carefully by Ettore Sottsass in his 

quote about ecstacy in the beginning of this thesis. 

There are other links between drugs and colours when 

looking at the history of colour. Ecstacy is one with 

which seeing colours is related. The intoxication of 

experiencing colours can be overwhelming or even 

spiritual. Or as Roland Barthes’ description of colour 

as “a kind of bliss” which is a synonym for ecstacy 

in his work: “Colour...is a kind of bliss...like a closing 

eyelid, a tiny fainting spell.” (Batchelor, 2000,32). 

The words of intoxication have established themselves 

in everyday language and they describe quite well 

the excitement I sense in these round rooms of pink. 

There is no link here, according to Isabelle Bernard, 

between pink and femininity and after this visit, I 

believe her.  
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Fig.34-37
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5.2. NORMANN COPENHAGEN 

Time of visit: 10.06.2017

Location: Copenhagen, Denmark

Gross	floor	area:	1700m2

Interior architect: 

Client: Normann Copenhagen 

Completed in: 2016

NCS S 0550-R

When I enter the Flagship store of Normann 

Copenhagen, I notice the unusual way this store 

has been built: the customer enters through a door 

from street-level and walks through a cool stainless 

steel covered tunnel. This must be the spot where 

the movie tickets where sold back in the day when 

this was still a movie theatre. The corridor is lit with 

cold	fluorescent	tubes	and	the	pieces	of	furniture	on	

display are in the immediate centre of attention. After 

walking through the entrance tunnel the store opens 

as a gigantic space with height of approximately 10 

meters which leaves me feeling very small. While 

descending a few steps down to the store level, I can 

already see another lit tunnel which shines in a bright 

pink tone. The pink tunnel is like a mouth opening 

in the otherwise earth-toned and steel and terrazzo 

covered space, it really does summon me. Then I 

descend in the pink tunnel towards another store 

level.	The	soft	pink	carpet	and	the	reflecting	mirrors	

and stainless steel panels surround me and dip me 

in a cold pink shine. I have an urge to take my phone 

and start taking pictures – this place is just made to 

be taken pictures of. There is nobody else walking to 

stairs with me and I feel like I am walking in a movie 

set or an art piece. 

When I get downstairs and arrive in the pink space, 

it is a mixture of warm peach and bubble-gum. The 

large space is divided into several rooms showcasing 

a	possible	office	space	made	with	Normann	

Copenhagen furniture, a meeting room and an 

installation	of	footstools	scattered	on	floors,	walls	and	

ceiling. Every surface, corner and door in this space 

is painted with the same pink colour. The spotlights 

highlight some details, but otherwise the warm glow of 

the pink is everywhere. 

Since the stools are attached to the ceiling and walls, 

and everything is monochrome pink, there is a funny 

effect of loosing sense of time and direction. Since 

there is no daylight and no shadows cast from light 

shining in, the sense of an art installation is present. 

I	sit	on	one	stool	and	connect	with	the	open	wifi	to	

see what people have posted on Instagram about this 

place. The amount of #pink pictures taken from where 

I stand is incredible. People of all ages and gender 

have posted pictures either of themselves in the space 

or just of some pink detail, excited to show to their 

followers that they too, have been in this fantastic 

place. I become one of them stating that I am in “pink 

heaven”. 

I am feeling full of enthusiam after climbing back the 

stairs up to the store. This pink store did something 

positive on my mood and my mind – that counts for 

something. 
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ANALYSIS OF NORMANN COPENHAGEN 

FLAGSHIP STORE

The contrast when entering the pink staircase leading 

towards	the	pink	lower	floor	to	the	store	in	general,	

was	enormous.	The	cool-coloured	first	floor	with	its	

concrete, steel and earth-tones made the transition to 

the pink space feel even more pink. The pink colour 

shone in a very yellowish pink tone and seemed to be 

infused with a stronger red value than I had expected. 

When I walked through the pink rooms and my eyes 

began to adapt to the surrounding colour, it started 

to look like a softer shade of the pink tone I had 

experienced	at	first	glance.	I	made	an	experiment	after	

my visit to be able to understand why this happened. I 

stared at a blue image for about 30 seconds and then 

stared at the same spot without the blue rectangle. 

The afterimage of that blue was a peach-red infused 

light pinkish tone, which undoubtedly made me 

register the pink space as a deeper pink than what it 

actually was. 

As a commercial space, the main goal of this store 

is to sell products of the brand. Had this store space 

been any other colour, it would not have had this 

success and media attention it now has purely based 

on the store. I think this pink colour has been a smart 

move by the designer, because of the effect that pink 

colour seems to have on people. One staff member 

noted that if this space were white with shiny white 

surfaces, it would feel unapproachable and serious, 

even uninviting. 

It manages to have an uplifting character. It simply 

shows that the brand is not taking itself too seriously 

because this colour they have chosen is playful and 

happy. It is memorable and unique, it is very accurate 

when it comes to current trends. But without the pink 

lower	floor	it	would	be	one	beautiful	store	among	

others. The products Normann Copenhagen sell, 

are	not	directed	towards	a	specific	gender.	They	sell	

furniture and utensils and objects for the home, and it 

seems like Normann Copenhagen has achieved being 

a store for anybody who is interested in design and 

aesthetics as well as functionality. 

I had heard of this store from peers and collegues, 

who	are	mostly	within	the	field	of	interior	architecture.	

To see a retail space in this bright colour is very 

encouraging and making a mark of its own kind and 

stating that yes, we are using this colour and not every 

one is going to love it. 

It is the contrast which makes this store avoid an 

association with the traditional “girly pink products”. 

I am reminded of stores I have visited in Hong Kong 

which were only selling pink things with Hello Kitty! 

and the cute written all over them. But here, where 

metal and strong dark colours meet the pink, I am not 

thinking of something “pretty”, I am thinking of words 

like “strong” and “enigmatic”.
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Fig.38-41
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HOTEL SAINT-MARC

Time of visit: 17.07.-19.07.2017

Location: Paris, France

Interior architect: Dimore Studio

Client: Nadia Murano and Denis Nourry

Completed in: 2016

NCS	S	0510-R10B	1.st	floor

NCS S 1020-Y90R hotel room

Arriving	at	the	Hotel	Saint-Marc	I	am	first	surprised	

that it is somewhat hidden in a building dating back to 

1791. There is one simple small sign stating the name 

of the hotel, nothing extravagant. When I enter the 

lobby, it becomes quite clear that this place has been 

designed with an excellent skill of colour and material 

knowledge. The main colours are soft pink, Bordeaux 

red, green, yellow and blue. The designers put an 

emphasis on a sophisticated material palette with the 

aim to create an atmosphere of contemporary chic 

Art Deco, I read in a magazine on a table in the lobby. 

They indeed succeeded in doing so as the foyer of the 

Hotel is exactly that. The pink walls act as a backdrop 

for every other colour in the space. The combination 

of wooden lacquered surfaces, black and metal is 

very decisive and classy. The pink softens every other 

hue and makes other colours seem more playful. The 

same	colour	continues	on	every	wall	of	the	first	floor	

and	the	corridors	of	the	upper	floors.	

Also in the breakfast/dining room, all the walls are in 

the same very light pink tone. With the daylight hitting 

the walls it almost looks like white, so subtle it is. With 

the dark furniture and large ceiling lights hanging in 

the middle of the room, the space looks very Parisian 

elegant. I recognise the space of pictures I have 

seen under #pink, #pinkinterior and so on. The best 

advertisement for this hotel – so it seems. 

The room I research, is coloured monochrome pink. 

Every centimetre of the walls and ceiling are painted 

in the same hue of a pink tinted with a peachy 

orange. The atmosphere in the room is serene and 

comforting. Sleeping in a pink space is relaxing and 

soothing, because it shines a soft light into the space 

and	reflects	softly	the	incoming	daylight.	There	is	

something museum-like in this hotel room. The thick 

silk curtains, the soft carpet under the feet, the shiny 

wooden table and cabinets. The way the colours 

have been used in combination with the materials 

is fantastic, and the effect is controlled and working 

exactly as the designer has planned it, as I read in an 

interview with the designers of Dimore Studio.

The italian aestethic, which Dimore Studio represents, 

takes me to a luxurious mindset in the middle of 

Paris. I guess that is one of the greatest things, when 

staying in a hotel room in a foreign city – the escape 

to another world. The bold use of the colours of the 

furniture and curtains in combination with the pink 

walls is something to remember.  
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 ANALYSIS OF HOTEL SAINT-MARC

Being alone in a pink hotel room, where I can walk 

around, is a very different feeling from the busy 

restaurant, for example. This is more of a personal 

experience because I am not surrounded by people 

or activities. Here I have time to take in the space 

and look at every detail. I also see the daylight, the 

morning light and the night time. At night the colours 

seem stronger because of no incoming light. The pink 

walls are a deeper pink and the green carpet is a fuller 

green now that there is only the yellow light of the 

lamps. 

Here it seems like this pink colour of the walls and 

ceiling is meant to be relaxing and not exciting or 

stimulating. It just works perfectly in its surrounding 

and	fulfils	its	job	of	offering	a	place	of	relaxation	in	the	

busy city. In this place, I am reminded of the houses 

from the 18th century, where the most private sections 

of the houses where reserved for the women and were 

often painted in soft hues and furnished with a make-

up table or furniture for resting. Just like this room is. 

When I lie on the bed, I see only the pink ceiling. 

There is something very calming in the warm colour 

of the space. It feels like this place was made for me 

only, as if it was a sanctuary in a foreign city and a 

place of escape. Hotels are a place of only temporary 

accomodation, so this feeling of familiarity is welcome 

because it is meant to function as a home away from 

home. This room is furnished with a dark green carpet 

(the contrast colour of pink) and the curtains are in a 

greenish turquoise, which further complements the 

reddish hues of the room. 

There are so many materials and colours in this room 

that the pink colour feels quite secondary to all the 

other elements. I doubt if many people even notice 

that the walls of their room is pink, when staying here. 
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Fig.42-45
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THE COMMUNITY

Time of visit: 19.07.2017

Location: Paris, France

Designer: The Community

Opened its doors: 2016

NCS S 1040-R30B

This gallery in the busy street of the African beauty 

salon-dominated area of the 10th district of Paris, is 

an experience of its own kind. When walking to the 

gallery, I am curious about the hair salons packed 

with women getting their hair done. The salons are 

small spaces with open doors to the street Rue du 

Chateau d´Eau, and there must be more than 20 

salons next to another on this one street only. Not only 

that, but they are all pink, mauve or lilac. The colours 

and the liveliness of the street are stimulating and 

exciting.	Arriving	at	the	gallery,	after	first	passing	it	

and mistaking it for yet another beauty salon, I walk in 

and am immediately perplexed by the juxtaposition of 

the gallery and its artefacts and the surrounding street 

environment. The effect works in favour of the gallery. 

The space is painted in the same colour as the 

neighbouring hair salons and the walls contain visible 

layers of past colours and materials. The main colour 

of the walls remains a washed out pink with a hint 

of blue, almost mauve. The gallery was established 

in	2016	by	eight	Finns	working	in	various	fields	of	

art, photography, curating, etc. They exhibit high-

end showpieces by up-and-coming designers and 

artists and that seems to be something unique in this 

neighbourhood. Relax. Renew. Revive. It says on 

their website. I am pretty sure it gives its visitors an 

opportunity to do so. 

This gallery is a great example of yet another take 

on pink and the way it offers a platform for modern 

fashion pieces and art of young designers and artists. 

Standing inside the gallery, people lurk in and seem 

curious but no one enters during the time I stand 

in there chatting with one of the people behind the 

gallery, Tuomas Autio. There seems to be a friendly 

relationship between the people living on that street 

and the gallery. The neighburhood is lively and vibrant 

– it is many things I would wish for in Helsinki, too. 

The threshold for entering a gallery has been kindly 

lowered to a level of people enocountering other 

people on a mutual understanding of curiosity and 

openness. It is not pretentious although it has all the 

qualitities which could make it exclusive and reserved 

for a certain group of people only. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE COMMUNITY GALLERY

The pink walls of the gallery shed any fear of entering, 

because it is the same colour as in every other space 

on the street where the gallery is located. A typical 

white gallery would easily be regarded as pretentious 

and excluding in these surroundings. It is a ingenious 

way of introducing art to this quartier by exhibiting in a 

manner which is easy to approach.

The gallery stands out as a bold independent space. 

It is making its own territory in a very smart way by 

showing that by adapting familiar elements from its 

surroundings, a space like this can coexist in an 

environment where art might have a hard time if the 

gallery would look different from what it does now. 

This place feels like a good example of architecture 

because it takes what is already there and what is 

familiar and then introduces its content smoothly, not 

with force. It is like skateboarding and urban planning. 

Skateboarders are not seeing built places the way 

architects or designers have meant them to be used. 

They see surfaces and angles as tactile surfaces 

on which to slide or grind on with their boards. A 

skater is open to the possibility of a space – just like 

a pedestrian seems to be open to the possibility of 

encountering the pink space.
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Fig.46-49
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THE GALLERY AT SKETCH LONDON 

Time of visit: 12.6.2017

Location: London, United Kingdom

Interior architect: India Mahdavi

Client: Mourad Mazouz

Completed in: 2014

Awards: best London restaurant + best UK restaurant 

/ restaurant and bar design awards 2015

best restaurant (relax & consume category) / great 

indoors awards (Frame magazine) 2015

best restaurant in Mayfair / Time Out loves London 

Awards 2015

NCS S 0530-R10B

This restaurant is located in the centre of the busy 

Mayfair shopping district in London, United Kingdom. 

From the outside this place looks like any restaurant 

anywhere. But then I enter a dark space with no 

daylight. I am guided through a dimly lit corridor 

downstairs and there it is. An opening to a pink, warm 

world– the Gallery. The assimilation to a warm inner 

organ for me is inevitable. It also feels like a safe 

space where bad things do not exist.

I am guided to a table with seats of pink velvet. Not 

only are the room walls covered in pink, but so is the 

backdrop of the bar, a rose gold shimmering material. 

The bar counter is made of copper which glows in 

the same pink tone as everything else. This space 

could easily be a heaven of kitsch and clichés but 

thanks to its delicate design and details it manages to 

come across as sophisticated. The walls are covered 

with artwork by British artist David Shrigley who 

was involved in the design of the space, too. It was 

designed to be only temporarily pink, but due to its 

enormous success, mainly because of the choice of 

colour, it was left as it is. The interior architect, India 

Mahdavi, a superstar among interior architects, knows 

her	colour	palette.	The	marble	floor	links	the	space	

to an Italian mansion from past centuries and the 

luxurious materials are chosen carefully to lift up the 

atmosphere	to	a	refined	dining	experience.	

The	restaurant	is	filled	with	families,	couples	and	

other groups of people dining. There is nonstop 

photographing in the background. No wonder that 

Sketch became famous, not really because of their 

food, but mainly because the social media pictures of 

the	pink	space	spread	like	wildfire.	Everyone	is	taking	

pictures. The phenomenon can be witnessed while 

dining, a spectacle of its own kind. 

Even though the Gallery is the main attraction, the 

toilets are an experience in themselves. I enter a 

room from which a staircase leads to a platform 

filled	with	large	white	eggs.	The	upper	platform	has	

a rainbow-coloured lit ceiling and the space shines 

in a soft magenta tone. One egg seems to be open 

and its inner part shines pink. Those toilets, unisex 

egg-shaped cabins, are like a fantasy from a Hayao 

Miyazaki movie, simply unreal. Apparently, the lighting 

changes according to the time of day, both in the 

restaurant as well as in the restrooms. This is a smart 

trick since we are below ground surface and there 

is no daylight. So for now we are all dipped in pink 

colour and the men and women circling the egg-toilets 

keep	stopping	to	take	photographs,	selfies	and	just	

stare at the space.

The shared feeling of amazement is present and 

nobody is really hiding it. Walking around the eggs I 

feel like I am in an amusement park for adults. It is 

easy to want to drink pink champagne when sitting 

in this pink restaurant space. This place is made for 

experiencing the pink blur to its fullest. 
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ALANYSIS OF THE GALLERY AT SKETCH LONDON

The atmosphere in this pink restaurant is in some 

sense a bit ironically romantic, like from an arranged 

movie set from What a way to go or Funny face. Since 

everyone is sitting on pink velvet sofas and cushions 

and the armchairs look like sea shells, everyone looks 

endearing. Still, this place manages to avoid kitsch. It 

is not cute either – an attribute which is often linked 

to pink spaces like this. It is the materials that make it 

look classy in all its craziness and profusion. 

This restaurant is designed for having fun. It 

reminds me of the concept of an amusement park 

or Disneyland, where it is not by chance that you 

are having a good time. We spend most of our time 

indoors at home, at work, in restaurants and stores. 

etc. We also buy ourselves the time we spend 

in these indoor places and it is clear that we are 

emotionally affected by the places we spend time in. 

It is interesting to think about the message this pink 

interior wants to send. Is the message telling simply 

a story of the designer’s personal taste or is it a take 

on a fantasy place which looks like one of the pink 

cakes	served	at	the	famous	five	o’clock	tea?	Probably	

both. India Mahdavi, is someone who is known in her 

field	for	bold	use	of	colour.	She	attributes	her	love	of	

color to her Irano-Egyptian heritage and that shows. 

The brief for the restaurant was simply to create a 

space for dining around 239 drawings by artist David 

Shrigley (Article in AD, retrieved 18.10.2017). These 

days the restaurant is however better known for being 

pink, than for housing the art pieces. 

But in all its weridness, this restaurant opens up as 

an inclusive place – it creates a sensation of social 

cohesion which is easy to share with a stranger sitting 

next to you.  
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7. A MORE GENERAL ANALYSIS OF PINK SPACES

The	research	trips	showed	me,	how	difficult	it	is	in	

fact	to	make	a	field	study.	Especially	if	the	goal	is	

to engage other people. The goal was to interview 

people	visiting	those	five	spaces	but	this	proved	to	be	

impossible for several reasons. 

Luckily, many people have documented their journeys 

and experiences on the Internet on various paltforms. 

Instagram and its millions of photographs are a reason 

for	the	trendiness	of	pink	to	emerge	in	the	first	place.	

Therefore it was only natural to use Instagram as a 

source	for	finding	and	analysing	the	pink	spaces,	too.	

One reason why some of the pink spaces of my 

research have so many visitors is that most people 

already know them to be pink – and that is the sole 

purpose of their visit. The expectation of seeing a 

pink space is one reason for the success and fame 

of these places. The colour works as a trigger for 

the space to be documented and posted online. The 

visitors expect a memorable experience and need 

their visit to be exceptional. One speculation on why 

people love being in the pink spaces which have 

emerged in recent years is that a pink space simply 

makes	people	look	good.	The	glow	of	light	reflecting	

from pink surfaces makes everyone look healthy and 

happy. 

On the other hand, it is nearly impossible to put the 

five	places	of	my	case	study	into	one	category	and	

analyse them in one. It has become evident, that 

the purpose of the space as well as the context it 

exists in, are the factors which form the pink colour 

to be perceived in different ways. The most truthful 

conclusion is, that pink colour used in interior 

architecture causes strong emotional reactions. 

Evidently, pink spaces are also very popular. Also, 

people like to spend time in pink spaces and are 

eager to share their experiences. According to my 

findings,	this	applies	to	all	genders.	I	see	this	amount	

of shared experiences on social media as some 

pinkmania – people simply like being a part of it. 
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     Fig.50
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8. CONCLUSIONS

Understanding the emotional power of colour is a 

valuable tool for an interior architect. Because colour 

research in relation to emotions is complex, it is hard 

to	find	lot	of	research	within	the	field.	On	the	other	

hand, there are a lot of presumptions and beliefs 

regarding emotions and colours, which do not rely 

on	any	scientific	research.	Therefore	this	study	can	

contribute to opening up the discussion on how to talk 

about colours on a level which makes it tangible and 

relevant. 

In my work as an interior architect I constantly choose 

colours and assign colours to materials. The selection 

is done based on the design concept, clients’ needs, 

preferences, on the climate, on the mood, lighting 

and personal taste, cultural context and even habits. 

However, the impact the chosen colour has on the 

user	of	a	space	after	a	project	is	finished,	is	seldom	

considered on a deeper level. 

I have presented in my thesis one colour and its 

history.	It	has	to	be	accepted	that	in	this	field	of	

triggering experiences and memories via colours 

the outcome can be anything. The uncertainty of the 

expected result offers ambiguity which can lead to 

new realisations and interpretations of established 

conventions.

Since pink colour in all its controversy is almost 

impossible	to	define,	my	own	research	suggests	the	

following key points:

•In	fashion	and	products,	pink	is	understood	differently		

than pink spaces are

•Pink	spaces	in	2017,	excluding	toilets	and	nurseries,	

are	rarely	seen	as	gender	specific	spaces

•Pink	spaces	are	not	being	perceived	with	the	same	

gender division as products are

•Pink	spaces	are	often	claimed	by	a	certain	group/

theme/community

•Pink	colour	in	interior	architecture	is	rare	and	

therefore often suprising, unique and memorable

In	the	light	of	my	findings,	I	conclude	that	although	

pink is often perceived in relation to gender or sexual 

orientation, pink spaces are an exception. The pink 

spaces I have experienced and researched show 

no	sign	of	a	gendered	ideal	or	classification	through	

one gender over another. The pink restaurant, store, 

private house, gallery, hotel and all the other pink 

spaces I have seen so far, are not suggesting that 

this place is meant for one particular group of people 

only. Instead, they are signalling that this is a place of 

one colour in particular which can be read in multiple 

ways. The colour of one space is related to history 

and a certain era, the colour of another to a trend. 

The way these places make people feel and behave 

and what emotions they cause, depends on the users 

themselves. But within the complexity of pink lies the 

question that, although one might not think of the pink 

spaces as gendered, does the mind still associate 

them with something infantile and comforting? 

Subconsciously the association of comfort might still 

affect the experience in a pink space, for pink is often 

perceived as non-threatening and inviting. This aspect 

would need further researching.

The way pink colour is being used in restrooms and 

nurseries still follows quite traditional rules about 

colour coding for two genders. Mixing these colour 

codes leads to general confusion. So somehow 

these places suggest that gender is performed in 

a certain way and therefore the spaces must look 

and suggest accordingly. Not only that but these 

spaces – especially restrooms – are the most private 

places that a public space contains. So, is gender 

to be regarded as private? Also this matter in all its 

complexity is in need of further research.

On the one hand gender is a subjective matter, since 

it	is	everyone´s	right	to	define	their	own	gender	and	

sexuality.	But	at	the	same	time,	society	defines	a	

person´s gender. This often happens against the 

individual´s will and consent because there are 

some matters that the law dictates according to the 

biological gender designated at birth. This leads to a 

system	of	defining	behaviour	according	to	physical	

appearance, often disregarding the mental gender a 

person might have and which can be different from 

the one assigned at birth. For the future, in the light 

of	the	findings	in	my	research,	I	hope	for	a	shift	of	
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gender associations. These could be affected in the 

field	of	interior	architecture	already.	Simple	things	

like using the trans/unisex symbol for restrooms, no 

gender-based colour coding of spaces, designing 

all spaces alike no matter what gender they are 

thought for. Simply put: opening up the option for 

non-stereotypical gender behaviour and creating 

spaces which support that ideology and is inclusive for 

everybody.

I think colour associations will become less and less 

attached to gender in the future. It is already visible 

that millennial parents who are now having children 

of	their	own,	do	not	always	want	to	confirm	traditional	

gender roles by choosing pink-blue colour coded 

clothing or bedrooms walls according to gender, as 

perhaps their parents did. 

Thinking about my own work, I realise how much 

of the standards according to which interiors and 

furniture are measured, planned and built in Finland, 

are usually guided by the action and the purpose 

of the user. So, what guides action within a space? 

Inner motives and needs, hierarchy and social norms, 

to name a few factors. But also the action of other 

people. Regarding pink spaces and the use of pink 

colour within interior architecture I hope, that in the 

future  gender equality can be a bigger part of a 

spatial experience and that it could be researched 

more. By rethinking some existing patterns and ways 

of designing spaces and along with new technology 

which we will have at hand, spaces can evolve into 

states of action with no boundaries and where the 

action of the users can effortlessly occur on their own 

terms. 
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